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INTRODUCTION
Rotary Family Health Days is a Rotarians' community initiative for Family Health and
AIDS Prevention (RSFS) "(RFHA)", an international Rotary action group committed
to raising awareness and preventing HIV / AIDS and other communicable diseases.
Its aim is to provide relief to children with HIV / AIDS and their families who may be
affected due to their status. During the first six years of its existence, Rotarians Against
AIDS, as it was then called, provided care and support to more than 5,000 children
orphaned by the effects of HIV by paying their costs. schooling, which gives regular
academic support, nutrition and psycho-social support.
The 2012 edition went beyond the care of children affected by the AIDS pandemic by
including other medical examinations and tests in order to allow many more people to
know their general health status, their status. HIV test and to refer people who test
positive for treatment and support.
In some localities around 65% of the population does not have access to primary health
care and is not systematically screened for pathologies such as hypertension, diabetes,
tuberculosis, breast and uterine cancer.
Faced with this situation, Rotary in collaboration with the Ministry of Health and Public
Hygiene organized from May 31 to June 2, 2018 the first edition of the family health
days of Rotary of Côte d'Ivoire in 11 cities and precisely 14 Health districts. It saw the
participation of 26 Rotary Clubs of Côte d'Ivoire and supported by the RFHA through
its West Africa coordinator PDG Olowu Olugbemiga as well as the Ministry of Health
and Public Hygiene. It was made possible thanks to the contribution of 12 Rotary Clubs
of Canada (District 7820) and 2 Clubs of District 6900 of the USA.
I. OBJECTIVES
•

Educate, sensitize and mobilize communities for a strong participation in HIV
testing.

•

Evaluate free testing and screening for other infectious and non-infectious
diseases.

•

Refer clients who have tested positive for appropriate care, support services and
treatment.

•
•
•
•
•

Distribute health and nutrition kits and materials.
Test and advise around 17,000 people in Côte d'Ivoire
Set up at least 21 sites for testing and screening
Offer information and related materials for various diseases and conditions.
Mobilize Rotary volunteers, community workers for events

II.METHODOLOGY
A very effective media plan directed by CEO Marie Irène, in collaboration with the various press
organs solicited. These bodies provided coverage of the event at the launch of the program on May
31, 2018 and on the sites.
The advertising plan includes:

- Radio announcements
- Press interview pre and post event
- Awareness-raising campaigns in cities, door to door with community leaders.
- The making of banners and kakemono
- Making t-shirts and caps
- Social media like the WhatsApp platform
Also various training sessions on data collection and planning of the days were carried out at the
level of the general directorate of health for the site supervisors. At each site refresher sessions
were conducted for health officials, Rotarians and Rotaractors. The facilitators were mainly
Rotarian volunteer medical practitioners, staff from the Family Health Society and experts from
different national programs of the State Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene. .
Free consultation sessions were organized at each site.
CHRONOGRAM OF ACTIVITIES
No.

ACTIVITIES
PREPARATORY PHASE

DATES

ACTORS

05/14/2018 to 05/30/2018

1

Information letters addressed to the DRS, DDS, Prefectural 05/14/2018 to DGS
05/18/2018
Corps

2

Advocacy meeting with the participation of the authorities 05/28/2018
involved as well as community leaders (religious leaders, heads
of neighborhoods, women's and youth associations) and all the
organizations involved at the local level in the actions of wellbeing of the populations

3

Identification of activity sites

4
5

Briefing of central level supervisors
Expression of needs

6

Pre-positioning of the material

7

05/21/2018 to ROTARY
Production of communication materials
Posters, leaflets and radio spots will be produced and 05/24/2018
disseminated to raise awareness among the population.

PROCESS

8
9
10
11

Briefing from EDC and local supervisors
Briefing of healthcare providers
Briefing of mobilizers and volunteers
Sensitization of populations by mobilizers

12

Media coverage of the launch ceremony in the ATTECOUBE DDS

It will be a question of resorting to the traditional media:
- TV: infomercial on the different phases of the
activity (RTI)

−
−
−
−

05/21/2019 to
05/25/2018
05/25/2018
05/23/2018 to
05/25/2018

DDS

05/29/2018 to
05/30/2018

−
−

DGS
ROTARY
DDS
PROGRAMS

THE PROGRAMS
− DDS
− PROGRAMS
DDS
ROTARY

05/28/2018 to 06/08/2018
05/28/2018
05/29/2018
05/28/2018
05/28/2018 to
06/01/2018
05/31/2018

THE PROGRAMS
ECD
ECD
ECD
−
−
−

ROTARY
DDS
PROGRAMS

-

13

Radio: spots in confessional and local radio
stations
- Written press.
05/31/2018 to
Fairground consultations

14

Supervision of fairground consultations

15

−
−
−

ECD
ROTARY
PROGRAMS

05/31/2018 to
06/02/2018

−
−
−

ECD
ROTARY
PROGRAMS

Synthesis of data

06/03/2018

−
−

CSE
PROGRAMS

16

Data transmission to central level

06/04/2018

−
−

CSE
PROGRAMS

17

Review meeting at the DGS

06/08/2018

−
−
−
−

DGS
ROTARY
DDS
PROGRAMS

06/02/2018

III.REQUIREMENT
Rotary's family health days were held from May 31 to June 23, 2018 in 14 health districts of
Côte d'Ivoire namely Korhogo, San-Pedro, Abengourou, Grand-Bassam, Bonoua, Man,
Bouaflé, Daloa, Bouaké Sud , Yamoussoukro, Abobo-Est, Koumassi-Port-Bouet-Vridi,
Yopougon-Ouest, Adjamé-Plateau-Attecoubé.

Launch Ceremony
The launching ceremony of the Rotary Family Health Breakout Days was held on
Friday, June 1, 2018 from 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the SANTAI CSU located in the
DDS of Adjamé -Plateau - Attecoubé.
It recorded the participation of the structures of the MSHP (DGS, DR Abidjan 1GPTS,
DDS d'Adjamé -Plateau - Attecoubé, PNSME, PNLMNT, PNLP, PNLCa, PNN), the
MFPES, Rotary, the town hall and the chiefdom of 'Attecoubé and partners (UNICEF,
WHO, HOPELIFE…).
The series of speeches began with a word of welcome from the Mayor of Attecoubé,
Mr. DANHO Paulin. He was delighted with the choice of his commune to host this
important ceremony.
Following her, Marie Irène RICHMOND AHOUA, National Coordinator of RFHA
took the floor to express the will of ROTARY for the organization of these family health

days in favor of the populations. The Rotary Family Health Days in Côte d'Ivoire is a
3-day medical assistance to provide free counseling, biological examinations and
screening services to selected vulnerable communities in 14 DDS of Côte d'Ivoire in 11
towns. She expressed ROTARY's gratitude to the Ministry of Health and partners for
their support in carrying out this activity.
The ROTARY Coordinator of West Africa Mr. Olowu OLUGBEMIGA congratulated
the organizers of this activity in Côte d'Ivoire and expressed his joy to participate in this
ceremony to launch the Rotary family health days.
The representative of MFPES, Madame KOFFI, on behalf of Minister Marietou KONE,
thanked ROTARY for inviting them to this important ceremony in favor of vulnerable
mothers and children.
The Regional Director of Health and Public Hygiene of the Abidjan 1 Grands Ponts
Region, Dr KOUAKOU Elisabeth, representing Dr Raymonde GOUDOU COFFIE,
Minister of Health and Public Hygiene greeted and thanked the participants in the name
of the Minister of Health for having honored with their presence this launching
ceremony of fairground consultations called: “Rotary Family Health Days. ": fruit of
the collaboration between ROTARY and MSHP. She praised this Rotary initiative for
associating her department with these family health days.
This is the provision of prevention and management services for cases of frequent
pathologies to populations. These advanced strategies, in addition to their ethical
character, help improve indicators. While committing everyone to give the best of
themselves to make this campaign a total success for the well-being of our populations,
she declared open the activities in the 14 health districts of the MSHP.
III, ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT
During the free consultation sessions, the following activities were carried out in the
identified sites:
• HIV counseling and testing
• Blood sugar test
• Deworming for children
• Screening for cervical and breast cancer
• malaria screening
• Blood pressure test
• polio vaccination
• Dental care
• Family counseling and condom distribution
• Ohthalmological examination
• General consultation

•

Screening for malnutrition

IV.RESULTS OBTAINED
The event took place as planned in 11 cities at 21 sites in 14 health areas:
-

from Thursday May 31 to Saturday June 2, 2018 for most sites,
Friday June 1 to Sunday June 3, 2018 for the Yopougon sites,
Wednesday June 6 to Friday June 8, 2018 for the sites of Abengourou
and Bouaké
- Thursday June 7 to Saturday June 9, 2018, Sites de Gonzagueville
- Tuesday 19 to Thursday 21 June 2018 the sites of Abobo.
Below is a breakdown of sites by club and detailed data on participation and services
provided during Rotary Family Health Days.

BREAKDOWN OF CLUBS BY SITE (21 SITES)
ABIDJAN (8 SITES)
Rotary clubs

Lastnames and firstnames

Phone

E-mail

Abidjan

Désiré Cedric Méssé WOÏ

Abidjan The Pearls

Venance K. DAPPAH

Abidjan-Cocody

Naminsita BAKAYOKO

22504085920 naminsita.bakayoko@gmail.com

Abidjan Elixir

Mariam TOURE

22507928032 mamou_suti@yahoo.fr

Abidjan Adjame

Koffi Pauline BLASSONI

22502074040 blassonni@yahoo.fr

Bingerville

Yamoussa DIARRASSOUBA

225 07181865 diarras@hotmail.com

Abidjan-Riviera

Maïmouna K DICOH

22507971675 mouna_ci@yahoo.fr

Abidjan-Lagunes

Cyrille DAH

22509992424 dahcyrille@yahoo.fr

Abidjan Akwaba

Charlotte Guiraud N'DOUMI

22509188028 probecharlotte@gmail.com

Abidjan-Bietry

Raymond KOUAKOU

22557497695 knraymond2005@yahoo.fr

Abidjan Deux-Plateaux

Daouda KONATE

Abidjan-Golf

Evelyn N'GUESSAN

22507001011 evlynguessan@yahoo.fr

Abidjan Atlantis

Messou DIOMANDE

2258084857 siedjou@yahoo.fr

Abidjan Excelsior

Mannet Jean Stephane DOHAI

22507300298 stephanemannet@gmail.com

E-Club 9101

Soumaila DABONNE

22508686846 sdabonne@yahoo.fr

22505026161 dappah.cqc@aviso.ci

Konatedaouda71@gmail.com

Lastnames and firstnames

Localities

2

Abobo

2

Attecoube / Williamsville

2

Gonzagueville

2

Yopougon

Site
(s

Localities

1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1

Grand-Bassam
Bonoua
Abengourou
Bouafle
Bouake
Daloa
Korhogo
Man
San Pedro
Yamoussoukro

22508882846 desire.woi@gmail.com

INTERIOR CITIES (13 SITES)
Rotary clubs

Site
(s

Phone

E-mail

Bonoua

Napegadeh Magloire COULIBALY

22507004477 coolomaguy2002@yahoo.fr

Grand-Bassam

Marie Chantal ETIBOA

Abengourou Indenie

Alphonse KOUAME

22558346623 malkom01@yahoo.fr

Bouafle

BI ZAHOULI Michel YOUGONE

22507474290 gozan24@gmail.com

Bouake Savannah

Levoli SYLLA

22509500346 odagakagni@yahoo.fr

Daloa Center-West

Mohamed COULIBALY

22507174003 coulibalymohamed72@yahoo.fr

Korhogo Mount Korhogo

Gnabekan Ibrahim SORO

22507100682 ibsoro@yahoo.fr

Man

Woi Ep. TOURE Lynda

22507220988 messlyn2000@yahoo.fr

San Pedro

Roger MOMINÉ

22507810375 momineroger@yahoo.fr

Yamoussoukro

Lucien LEHIE BI

22508071115 metiboa@yahoo.com

22508200659 lehiebinanti@yahoo.fr

Yamoussoukro President

Mr. Vincent BELIGNE

22509036162 vincent.beligne@gmail.com

3 DAYS

Total by
pathology

CONSULTANTS BY AGE GROUP

CONSULTANTS BY
GENDER

0-11
months

1-4
years

5-9
years

10-14
years

15 - 24
years

25-49
years

50 years
and over

DENTAL CONSULTATION / STOMATOLOGICAL ODONTO

1

2

7

10

4

37

24

85

47

38

GENERAL CONSULTATION (ARI, Moderate anemia,
Dermatosis, Diarrhea, Lumbago, STI)

61

321

169

109

263

338

371

1,632

558

1,074

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONSULTATION

1

4

4

4

17

55

29

47

67

ANTENATAL CONSULTATION

0

0

0

0

9

48

6

0

63

BREAST CANCER + COL UTERUS CANCER SCREENING

0

0

0

34

333

612

166

0

1,145

DIABETES SCREENING

0

2

2

31

252

606

404

499

798

MV SCREENING

0

0

0

57

261

553

381

501

751

MALARIA SCREENING

53

241

346

323

369

643

519

961

1,533

COUGH TUBERCULOSIS SCREENING

2

8

4

28

101

209

138

201

289

HIV TESTING

0

2

6

12

266

472

233

415

576

MALNUTRITION SCREENING

2

9

6

4

6

27

22

32

44

FAMILY PLANNING

0

0

0

0

247

376

208

0

831

NURSING CARE DRESSING

0

2

10

3

4

0

0

12

7

DETERIORATION

8

23

21

3

0

0

0

23

32

VACCINATION

60

23

0

0

0

0

0

34

49

188

637

575

618

2 132

3 976

2 501

114
63
1,145
1,297
1,252
2,494
490
991
76
831
19
55
83
10 627

3,330

7,297

OFFERED SERVICES

TOTALS

MALE

FEMININ
E

SUMMARY
TOTALS

3 DAYS

SERVICES
Number of CHILDREN OFFERED
and ADULTS
CCC AWARENESS
CONDOMS
SP DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF NETS
Number of Rotary club Participants
Number of Rotaract club
Number of sites
Volunteer Rotarians
Volunteer Rotaractors
Non-Rotarian medical volunteers
Total Participation

188

CONSULTANTS BY AGE GROUP

637 575
1-4
5-9
2,018
years years
17,473
620
60
45

0-11
months

26
1
21
96
5
420
17 473

618

10-14
years

2 132
15 - 24
years

3 976
25-49
8,609
years

2 501

50 years
and over

Total by
pathology

10 627

CONSULTANTS BY
GENDER

3,330

MALE

7,297

FEMININ
E

V. MONITORING AND EVALUATION
The necessary data was collected at the sites by volunteers assisted by Rotarians from
participating clubs. The files could be analyzed for the 90-day impact study carried out
in October. A non-Rotarian monitoring and evaluation consultant from the health
branch and Rotarian Dr Guy DAIPO led the team for this study. This team was made
up of the various supervisors of the national health programs.
At the end of this study, it should be noted a satisfaction rate of 70% with regard to this
action. The 30% criticized the fact that these days did not allow the necessary drugs to
be given to the pathologies detected. In addition, health workers were able to note a
significant impact on attendance at the centers and the improvement in the health of
participants.
Methodology
A retrospective study was carried out on a cohort of 30 participants identified on each
site, ie an average of 3 people per service offered. Thus the sample obtained is 630
participants, ie 6% of participants who received at least one service.
The study consisted of an interrogation based on a questionnaire of 10 questions with
answers: Satisfied not satisfied Observation.
The investigations were carried out either by telephone or in contact with those
concerned.
A survey of those in charge of the health areas was also carried out simultaneously.
Thus the results made it possible to assess the impact of this action on the populations.
And this notes the importance of renewing this action every year.
VI.CHALLENGES
- The RFHD 2018 program could have reached many more people than it did with better
funding and above all better preparation and finer organization.
- There is a real need to deploy better services, particularly in the field of data collection
and specialty pathologies (ENT, Ophthalmology, Odonto stomatology, etc.)
- Many club Rotarians are not really involved in a timely manner, a deeper outreach
program for them is essential for future days
- We can have better coordination of some local NGOs
- We must continue to improve our communication plan especially with messages in
various forms by the committees of the clubs.
- We must work to ensure a micro-planning that would facilitate the task in the
implementation and in the involvement of Rotarians and health actors.

- A program to sensitize health actors to volunteering in this type of project is necessary
because the per diem requirements of the latter hamper the financing of equipment and
drugs for more participants, failing to take these headings into account in the budget .
- We will continue to deepen the interest of all district governors in the RFHD
- We have a national RFHD commission which has learned good lessons and gained
experience from this project.
CONCLUSION
The 2018 Rotary Family Health Days were a great and beautiful experience for RFHA
members in Côte d'Ivoire and Rotarians in general. It took us a lot of time, work,
discussions and other human resources to get the program. But it was a fulfilling and
exciting task that we carried out with dedication.
We were also able, through the NGO Hopelife and Alliance CI implementation partners,
to refer people who tested positive (Cancer and HIV) for treatment and care.
* The RFHD made it possible to assess the needs of our services by our communities.
Many lives have been saved as a result of testing and screening.
* Through RFHD, Rotary was able to reach out to local communities who requested.
* Rotary's image as a humanitarian organization has been very well received by local
communities and at the highest level.
* The RFHD is a great opportunity to promote the image of Rotary.
* The concept of this program has proven the possibility, viability and benefits of public
/ private partnerships.
We are grateful to the RFHA board for giving us a great opportunity to serve our
communities through the Rotary Family Health Days program.

APPENDICES
1.MATERIALS
The Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene supported the program with medical staff
and medical supplies and thousands of rapid diagnostic test kits (RDTs) for most sites
for malaria testing, blood pressure monitors, glucometer, family planning commodity
endowment.

The global grant made it possible to make the following materials available on the
various sites:
MEDICINES ALBENDAZOLE CP BT BT 300
TENSIOMETER
CLEAN GLOVES (PACKAGE / 100)
SPATTERS
GLUCOMETER
WHITE VINEGAR 1L
EXAMINATION TABLE PAPER ROLL
PERFORATED SPARADRAP 5m X 18Cm
ALCOHOL 90 ° 1 L
ALCOHOL 60 ° 1L
REACTIVE STRIP BT 50
BETADINE YELLOW SMALL FL
STERILE COMPRESSES 40X40 BT 100
HYDRO COTTON 1KG
VASELINE
XYLOCAINE 2%
PREGNANCY TEST
THERMOMETER
STUD ROD P / 100
LANCET BT 100
BLEACH 12 ° 2L
SPECULUM
SYRINGES (2 CC for Implanonnext) BT 100
SYRINGES (5CC for Jadelle)
GARBAGE BAG S / 10 (Blue, red and black)
STERILE SURGICAL GLOVES (pair)
DISPOSABLE CUP P / 100
LIQUID SOAP
BATTERY FOR P / 4 TENSIOMETER
BATTERY FOR GLUCOMETER
MUAC kids 11.5 Red due to half-pack per site (25)
MICROGYNON CP BT 3
2 THE INITIATORS OF THE PROGRAM
- Rotary International District 9101
- Rotary International District 7820
- Rotary International District 6900
- The 28 Rotary Clubs of Côte d'Ivoire
- Rotary Club Saint-Pierre et Miquelon (Canada)
- Rotary Club Corner Brook (Canada)

300
2
20
575
2
2
12
2
2
2
10
2
3
4
1
8
100
4
6
8
6
600
3
3
10
200
2
2
2
2
5
47

- Rotary Club Sydney-Sunrise (Canada)
- Rotary Club North Sydney (Canada)
- Rotary Club New Minas Sunrise (Canada)
- Rotary Club New Glasgow (Canada)
- Rotary Club Wolfville-Mud (Canada)
- Rotary Club Lunenburg (Canada)
- Rotary Club Kentville (Canada)
- Rotary Club Halifax Harborside (Canada)
- Rotary Club Dartmouth East (Canada)
- Rotary Club Truro (Canada)
- Rotary Club Saint-Pierre & Miquelon
- Rotary Club Carrollton Dawnbreakers (State of Georgia, USA),
- National PolioPlus Commission of Ivory Coast
-National Malaria Commission of Côte d'Ivoire
- National Commission for Joint Action
PROGRAM PARTNERS
-Ministry of Health and Public Hygiene
- UNICEF
-WHO
OTHER COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS
-

HOPE LIFE
CI ALLIANCE

3.PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
The management of the program was very motivating:
- The central coordination committee and the RFHA supported us for the efficient
management of the project and its implementation, special thanks to CEO Olu and
CEO MIRA.
- The Rotary club Saint Pierre et Miquelon ensured the mobilization of funds by a
collection organized through an effective communication campaign; He also
mobilized 11 clubs in his district to support the program. In addition, the club has
ensured the follow-up of events by regularly informing itself of the evolution of
the program.
- CEO MIRA and CEO Olu answered questions during interviews at the launch and
in collaboration with government officials on May 31, 2018.
- The health ministry supported the program with supplies of thousands of male and
female condoms and provided materials for malaria screening, polio vaccination,
and HIV testing. Logistical support and technical support. As well as the health
personnel both for the preparation and for the implementation of the days. Thank
you to all the Health Programs who were represented in the central coordination

team
- The town of Attécoubé has provided us with the logistics and the site for the launch
of the days. Thanks to the Mayor of the commune of Attécoubé DANHO Paulin.
- The advocacy of local NGOs with local communities so that they support the project
through the mobilization of concerned personnel to help on the sites in addition to
helping with community mobilization. Thanks to the volunteers led by Dr Sérikpa and
Dr Abléké (composed of medical students).

- The Rotary Foundation supported the project through the worldwide grant which
provided for the purchase of materials, packaging and transportation, honoraria for
volunteers, medical staff in addition to logistical support for the RFHD committee.

- Rotary clubs worked on community mobilization and providing logistics (awnings,
tables, chairs, etc.) at the sites. Thank you to all the Rotarians and clubs involved.

4.PHOTOS (if available)
LAUNCH CEREMONY

